Cosmogenic nuclides in stony meteorites revisited
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Abstract—We present new model calculations for depth and size dependent cosmogenic production rates in ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites by galactic cosmic rays. This model, essentially that of Leya et al. (2000a), folds together particle spectra and cross sections for the relevant nuclear reactions, but has been significantly improved due to major improvements in the neutron cross section database and better Monte Carlo modeling of the primary and the secondary particle spectra. The data presented here replace (and extend) the results of our earlier model predictions. Here we give for ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites elemental production rates for the cosmogenic radionuclides 10Be, 14C, 26Al, 36Cl, 41Ca, 53Mn, 60Fe, and 129I as well as for the noble gas isotopes 3He, 4He, 20Ne, 21Ne, 22Ne, 36Ar, and 38Ar. Using the new data and expressing size and depth scales to the unit [g/cm²], we are able to demonstrate that the matrix effect for both chondrite types is negligible for all target product combinations, except for those which are dominated by thermal or very low energy neutron reactions. Based on the new model predictions, we present a variety of elemental and isotopic production rate ratios allowing for a reliable determination of preatmospheric sizes, shielding depths, cosmic-ray exposure ages, and diffusive losses.

INTRODUCTION

Cosmic-ray-produced nuclides provide important information about irradiation histories of meteorites, in particular preatmospheric radii, sample locations, exposure ages, terrestrial residence times, and whether the meteoroids experienced a complex exposure. Combining such data for many meteoroids enables one to obtain crucial data for parent body processes, for example major collisional events, surface survival times, and gardening rates on the surface of an asteroid as well as regolith exposure histories. Information about the orbital dynamic of small bodies in the solar system becomes also accessible. For example, most H chondrites have cosmic-ray exposure ages of ~7 Ma, indicating that meteoroid production was not (and probably is not) a continuous process, at least not for H chondrites, but is dominated by a few catastrophic collisions. For a proper interpretation of cosmogenic nuclide abundances, the depth-, size-, and matrix-dependency of the production rates have to be known. During the last few decades, a variety of models have been proposed (e.g., Signer and Nier 1960; Arnold et al. 1961; Reedy and Arnold 1972; Graf et al. 1990a; Michel et al. 1991; Masarik and Reedy 1994; Leya et al. 2000a). For recent reviews see Wieler (2002), Herzog (2005), and Eugster et al. (2006).

In Leya et al. (2000a), we published a comprehensive data set for depth- and size-dependent production rates of cosmogenic nuclides by galactic cosmic-ray particles (GCR) for ordinary chondrites with radii from 5 cm to 120 cm. In that study, we used a purely physical model with only one free parameter, the integral number of galactic cosmic-ray particles. The model was based on the best available knowledge of the primary and secondary particle spectra and the excitation functions for the relevant nuclear reactions. Since then our modeling of the differential particle spectra as well as our knowledge of the relevant nuclear reactions, especially for neutron induced reactions, has significantly been improved. For example, the neutron excitation functions used in our earlier approach were derived from five thick target simulation experiments by an energy dependent least squares adjustment procedure (e.g., Leya et al. 2000b). However, such an adjustment suffers from the fact that the number of experimental data, i.e., measured elemental production rates in the thick target experiments, is significantly less than the number of neutron cross sections needed for proper modeling. To circumvent this problem, the adjustment procedure requires a guess function as an input for each neutron excitation function to be determined. In our earlier approach the guess functions were calculated using the
However, both models suffer from the fact that they often failed to accurately predict the threshold energies. This shortcoming resulted, in some cases, in unphysical structures in the determined neutron excitation functions. However, in the last few years, some of the nuclear model codes have significantly been improved, and one of the best codes currently available is TALYS (Koning et al. 2005). Based on the improved guess functions, we are now able to determine neutron excitation functions which are more reliable than the earlier ones. In addition to the better quality of the neutron cross sections, we also improved the differential particle spectra. While in our earlier approach the spectra of primary and secondary particles were calculated using the HET- (Armstrong and Chandler 1972) and MORSE-codes (Emmett 1975) within the HERMES code system (Cloth et al. 1988) in the current project we use the LAHET-code system (Masarik and Reedy 1994 and references therein).

Here we present new model predictions for the production of the cosmogenic radionuclides $^{10}$Be, $^{14}$C, $^{26}$Al, $^{36}$Cl, $^{41}$Ca, $^{53}$Mn, $^{60}$Fe, and $^{129}$I as well as of the noble gas isotopes $^3$He, $^4$He, $^{20}$Ne, $^{21}$Ne, $^{22}$Ne, $^{36}$Ar, and $^{38}$Ar in ordinary chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 500 cm. In addition and for the first time we present a comprehensive data set for the production rates—of the same set of cosmogenic nuclides—in carbonaceous chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 500 cm. The latter might differ from the former due to the matrix effect, i.e., the dependence of the production rates on the chemical composition of the meteoroid, which we also discuss in some detail. In this study we focus on radionuclides and He, Ne, and Ar isotopes. The model predictions for Kr and Xe isotopes will be given elsewhere. In addition to the depth, size, and matrix dependency of the elemental production rates, we present a variety of cosmogenic nuclide correlations, which might be useful for the determination of preatmospheric radii, shielding depths, exposure ages, and terrestrial residence times. For the latter discussion we focus on ordinary chondrites because i) they make up the majority of all (known) meteorites and ii) a detailed discussion of carbonaceous chondrites would make this paper too long. However, such correlations can easily be calculated by the reader. We therefore give the elemental production rates for ordinary chondrites (“OC”) and carbonaceous chondrites (“CC”) as Excel files on our website http://www. noblegas.unibe.ch or upon request from the corresponding author. Doing so we prepared four Excel files: “Prt_Oc_Radionuclides.xls” and “Prt_Oc_NobleGases.xls” for the elemental production rates of cosmogenic radionuclides and noble gases, respectively, in ordinary chondrites and “Prt_CC_Radionuclides.xls” and “Prt_CC_NobleGases.xls” for the respective data for carbonaceous chondrites.

THE PHYSICAL MODEL

The physical model is essentially the same as the one used earlier by us (Leya et al. 2000a, 2001a; Ammon et al. 2008a; see also Michel et al. 1991). Briefly, the production rate $P_j$ [atoms/(g x s)] of a cosmogenic nuclide $j$ is calculated via:

$$P_j(R, d, M) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_i \frac{A_i}{\sum_{k=1}^{3} \sigma_{j,i,k} \int J_k(E) \cdot J(R, d, M) \cdot dE}$$

where $N_i$ is Avogadro’s number, $A_i$ is the mass number of the target element $i$, $c_i$ is the abundance of $i$ [g/g], and $k$ is an index for the reaction particle type (protons and neutrons). The excitation function for the production of nuclide $j$ from target element $i$ by reactions induced by particle type $k$ is $\sigma_{j,i,k}$ [cm$^2$] and $J_k[1/(cm^2 \times s \times MeV)]$ is the differential flux density of particles of type $k$. The radius of the meteoroid, which is assumed to be spherical, is $R$, $d$ is the shielding depth of the sample, and $E$ and $M$ are the energy of the reacting particles and the solar modulation parameter, respectively. The solar modulation parameter $M$ [MeV] is the energy lost by a GCR particle when it enters the solar system and approaches a given distance from the Sun. The current version of model calculations—as well as all earlier versions—explicitly takes into account only proton and neutron induced reactions. Primary and secondary galactic $\alpha$-particles are considered in an approximate way, because the particle spectra and cross sections needed for accurate modeling are not yet available. For the approximation we assume that an incoming $\alpha$-particle breaks up into four nucleons in the first inelastic collision. We further assume that these alpha-derived nucleons, two protons and two neutrons each containing ~25% of the original energy, have an energy distribution similar to that of the primary galactic protons. Since GCRs consist of 87% protons and 12% $\alpha$-particles, the contribution from $\alpha$-particles to the total production rates can be approximated by multiplying the production rates obtained for protons and neutrons with a factor of 1.55. We do not expect this approximation to be strictly valid for the production of $^4$He, and we also expect some deviations for nuclides produced by low energy particles, e.g., $^{53}$Mn from Fe. Every $\alpha$-particle reacting directly and not breaking up produces cosmogenic nuclides but the number of secondary particles produced in this reaction is expected to be much smaller than the number of secondary particles which would have been produced by 2 protons and 2 neutrons, i.e., after the $^4$He breakup. Consequently, every $^4$He reacting directly reduces the (assumed) secondary particles fluxes and therefore reduces the production rates for such cosmogenic nuclides that are produced dominantly by low energy projectiles. We will discuss the shortcomings of the $\alpha$-approximation in more detail below.
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Cross Sections

For each cosmogenic nuclide, the model requires complete excitation functions for all relevant nuclear reactions. The new model calculations are based only on proton and neutron induced reactions, because the particle spectra of primary and secondary α-particles are not yet accurate enough (e.g., Boudard et al. 2002), and the cross section database for α-induced reactions is far from sufficient. For proton induced reactions we use essentially the same cross section database as in our earlier studies (Leya et al. 2000a, 2001a). In addition, for the production of 10Be from C we use the cross sections given by Kim et al. (2002). For 41Ca all cross sections are now normalized to the AMS standard IRMM4 (e.g., Schnabel et al. 1998), and for the production of 53Mn we take into account the recent changes in the AMS standard and in the decay constant. These make the cross sections and consequently the modeled production rates higher by ~29% (Merchel, personal communication). Some of the consequences of these changes are discussed below. For the production of 3,4He, 21,22Ne, and 36,38Ar from Fe and Ni we use the cross section database published recently by Ammon et al. (2008b). However, for some target product combinations the experimental database is still limited and reported measurements often disagree. For this reason, we had to extend and/or interpolate the excitation functions using nuclear model codes. Doing so we used the TALYS code (Koning et al. 2005), a computer code system for the prediction of nuclear reactions in the energy range 1 keV up to 200 MeV for target nuclides of mass 12 and heavier (Duijvestijn and Koning 2006). Broeders et al. (2006) demonstrated in a systematic study of different nuclear model codes that the TALYS code is, at least for proton induced reactions in the energy range up to 150 MeV and in the mass range below 150, one of the best codes currently available.

For neutron induced reactions the situation is less than ideal since there is only a limited number of cross section measurements (e.g., Reedy et al. 1979; Lavielle et al. 1990; Nakamura et al. 1991, 1992). The neutron cross section database used here, as well as in our recent study of iron meteorites (cf. Ammon et al. 2008a), is an improved version of the one used earlier by Leya et al. (2000a, 2000b, 2001a). Briefly, the neutron excitation functions are extracted from production rates obtained in five thick target simulation experiments (e.g., Michel et al. 1985, 1989, 1993; Lüpke 1993; Leya et al. 2000b). We start with a priori neutron excitation functions as guess functions and derive the a posteriori neutron cross sections, which are then used for modeling using an energy dependent least squares adjustment procedure. For more details see Leya and Michel (1998) and Leya et al. (2000b). The major improvement of the current neutron cross section database, compared to the earlier one (Leya et al. 2000a, 2000b, 2001a), is that in the current version the guess functions have been calculated using the TALYS code (Koning et al. 2005). This code is able not only to predict cross sections within (mostly) a factor of about 2, but also to describe reaction thresholds reliably. In our earlier study we had to calculate the guess functions using the AREL code (Blann 1994, personal communication with R. Michel) and/or ALIPPE-IPPE code (Shubin et al. 1995), which usually failed describing (proton-induced) cross sections by about one order of magnitude (or more) and which very often failed to accurately predict threshold energies. As expected, using reliable guess functions as input data, the deconvolution procedure works much more reliably and therefore the a posteriori neutron cross sections are of much better quality than in our earlier study. To summarize, the major improvement of the current version of model calculations compared to our earlier studies (Leya et al. 2000b, 2001a) is due to the improvement of the neutron cross section database, made possible due to better input data used for the deconvolution procedure. A detailed discussion of the new neutron database will be given elsewhere.

By way of example, in Fig. 1 we show the excitation functions for the proton and neutron induced production of 10Be from O and 26Al from Al. As already discussed earlier (Leya and Michel 1998; Leya et al. 2000b) the figure demonstrates that the often used assumption of equal cross sections for proton- and neutron-induced reactions is generally not valid and, if nevertheless used, leads to erroneous production rates. For example, assuming equal cross sections for the proton- and neutron-induced production of 10Be from O results in production rates about factor of 2–3 lower than the ones modeled using experimental proton cross sections and a posteriori neutron excitation functions.

Spectra of Primary and Secondary Particles—Shapes and Normalizations

The depth- and size-dependent spectra of primary and secondary particles are calculated using the LAHET code system (cf. Masarik and Reedy 1994 and references therein). With LAHET we simulated for L and CI chondrites with radii of 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 65, 85, 100, 120, 150, 200, 300, and 500 cm the intra- and internuclear cascades of primary and secondary particles using Monte-Carlo techniques assuming a solar modulation parameter $M = 550$ MeV. The spectra calculated for L chondrites are also valid for most other chondrite classes, because the differences in spectral shapes and flux densities due to different chemical compositions, i.e., the matrix effects, are small for most of the target product combinations considered here (Lange 1994; Masarik and Reedy 1994). This is not true if we consider extreme variations in the chemical composition. For example Masarik and Reedy (1994) reported sizeable effects between ordinary chondrites and, e.g., mesosiderites. In addition, it is also not true for reactions induced by thermal neutrons, because their flux densities do vary with meteorite type, even between H
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The integral flux of primary GCR protons has to be known (see also Leya et al. 2000a). We determined the integral number of primary particles per area and time, has to be estimated to be about 5%. Note that all particle spectra are normalized to an integral flux of primary GCR protons $J_{0,GCR}(E > 10 \text{ MeV}) = 1 \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$. By way of example we compare in Fig. 2 the differential flux densities for L and C chondrites and discuss the implications below.

In order to enable direct comparisons of meteorite data and model predictions, the mean GCR spectrum in the meteoroids orbits, i.e., the mean number of primary GCR particles per area and time, has to be known (see also Leya et al. 2000a). We determined the integral number of primary GCR particles by comparing measured and modeled $^{10}$Be and $^{26}$Al depth profiles for the well studied L chondrite Knyahinya. This meteorite is well suited for such a comparison, because its preatmospheric shape and size have been carefully reconstructed (Graf et al. 1990a, 1990b). In addition, the exposure age of about 40 Ma and the fact that Knyahinya is a fall warrants that all radionuclides are in saturation. There is no indication of a complex exposure history and, due to the large radius of Knyahinya of ~45 cm, the production rates and therefore our determination of $J_{0,GCR}$ are not very sensitive to uncertainties of the radius determination. This is due to the fact that for meteoroids in this size range the production rates depend only minor on the size of the object. For example, the $^{26}$Al production rate at the center of an ordinary chondrite with a radius of 25 cm is about 10% higher than at the center of a 20 cm meteoroid. In contrast, the production rates in the center of a 45 cm and 50 cm meteoroid are almost the same (~2%).

The production rates in stony and iron meteorites with only one free parameter, the integral number of GCR particles in the meteoroid orbit is 4.47 cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$, which is equivalent to a solar modulation parameter $M$ of about 500, very similar to the value of $M = 550$ used by us for the LAHET calculations. Note that Ammon et al. (2008a) used the same $J_{0,GCR}$ to successfully describe cosmogenic production rates in iron meteorites. We note that with the current version of model calculations, though not yet perfect, it is for a first time possible to simultaneously model production rates in stony and iron meteorites with only one free parameter, the integral number of GCR particles in the meteoroid orbits (see Fig. 3).

**PRODUCTION RATES FOR COSMOGENIC NUCLIDES**

Due to the large number of calculations performed in this study we give the elemental production rates for ordinary chondrites (“OC”) and carbonaceous chondrites (“CC”) only as Excel files on our website http://www.noblegas.unibe.ch or upon request from the corresponding author. We prepared four Excel files, i.e., “Prts_OC_Radionuclides.xls” and “Prts_CC_Radionuclides.xls” for the elemental production rates of cosmogenic radionuclides and noble gases in ordinary chondrites, respectively, and “Prts_CC_Radionuclides.xls” and “Prts_CC_Radionuclides.xls” for the respective data for carbonaceous chondrites. In addition to the elemental production rates for all radii and shielding depths, these tables also contain for each target product combination a quality factor, with $A$ being the highest and $E$ being the lowest quality of modeling. The quality factors are defined as follow:

**Quality factor $A$**: for the proton-induced production there exist experimental cross sections from more than one group, all giving a reliable and consistent excitation function. There exist reliable and consistent thick target production rates from more than one simulation experiment. Combining all data results in a reliable neutron excitation function, i.e., the threshold energy is accurately given, the shape of the excitation function is physically reasonable, and the adjustment procedure changes the absolute cross sections of the guess function only slightly. Examples are $^{26}$Al from Si and $^{10}$Be from O.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>H chondrite</th>
<th>L chondrite</th>
<th>LL chondrite</th>
<th>C chondrites</th>
<th>Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K*</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba*</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te*</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target element abundances used for the model calculations are from Mason (1979) and Jarosevich (1990) for H, L, and LL chondrites and from Palme and Jones (2003) for C chondrites.

*Concentrations are given in ppm.

Fig. 2. Spectra of protons (primary + secondary) and secondary neutrons at the surface (dotted lines) and the center (solid lines) of 10 cm and 50 cm L and C chondrites. All data are normalized to an incident flux of primary galactic particles of 1 cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$.

**Quality factor B:** for the proton-induced production there exist only few experimental data and/or data from only one group and/or thick target production rates exist only for one simulation experiment. The neutron excitation function is nevertheless reliable, i.e., the shape is physically reasonable and the adjustment procedure results in only little changes of the guess function.

**Quality factor C:** the proton cross sections are scarce and scattering, i.e. they often disagree by up to a factor of 2, and/or the thick target production rates, if any, are questionable,
i.e. not all thick target simulation experiments could be considered for the adjustment procedure and/or the a posteriori neutron excitation function differs by a factor of a few from the guess function.

**Quality factor D**: some proton cross sections exist, but no production rates from thick target simulation experiments. Therefore, the model calculations are based on a priori neutron cross sections, which have been calculated using the TALYS code or which have somehow been deduced from the cross sections for the proton-induced reaction.

**Quality factor E**: the model calculations are based on a priori proton and neutron cross sections.

We give here only quality factors from A–E for the model predictions because it is impossible to give a more quantitative estimate. A low quality factor, e.g., an E, does not automatically imply that the modeled production rates are wrong; it only indicates that we are not sure how reliable they are. Consequently, model predictions with a low quality factor should not be discarded, otherwise we would not give the data, but should be discussed carefully.

### Production Rates of Cosmogenic Radionuclides

In Fig. 3, we compare measured and modeled rates for the $^{10}$Be production in Knyahinya. The new model predictions describe the experimental data within their uncertainties, which is of no surprise because the production rates for $^{10}$Be and $^{26}$Al have been used to determine the $J_{0,GCR}$ value (see above). Note, however, that the good agreement between measured and modeled production rates for both, $^{10}$Be and $^{26}$Al is an indication for the good quality of the model predictions. Therefore, the systematic underestimation of the $^{10}$Be production rates, from which our earlier model predictions suffered (Leya et al. 2000a), no longer exists.

Panels a and b of Fig. 5 show the production rates of $^{10}$Be in H chondrites with radii of 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 65, 85, 100, and 120 cm on a lin-lin scale (panel a) and for radii of 120, 150, 200, 300, and 500 cm on a log-lin scale (panel b). The respective data for C chondrites are shown in panels c and d. The scatter in the production rates in the center of large objects, i.e., for radii larger than 1 m, is due to statistical reasons, i.e., limitations on computer time and hence on the propagation of secondary particle fluxes, and has no physical meaning. The $^{10}$Be production rates in H chondrites increase from surface to center for radii less than about 50 cm. The production rates for larger objects increase with increasing depth at regions close to the surface, reach a local maximum, and start to decline towards the center. At the same time, the position of the local maximum moves closer to the surface with increasing radius. The highest production rates are reached in the center of a 50 cm object with $\sim 21$ dpm/kg. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the $^{10}$Be depth profiles in C chondrites differ substantially from those in H chondrites. For C chondrites, the $^{10}$Be production increases with depth for radii up to 85 cm and highest production rates are reached in the center of a 65 cm object. Furthermore, $^{10}$Be production in C chondrites is significantly higher than in H chondrites. Note that all input data used for $^{10}$Be modeling are based on the AMS standard “S433”. If the meteorite data are based on a
standard which differ from “S433,” as, for example, the $^{10}\text{Be}$ data in Knyahinya, which are based on the standard “11a,” a renormalization of either the model or the experimental data is necessary.

In Fig. 4a, we compare measured and modeled $^{14}\text{C}$ depth profiles for the L chondrite Knyahinya. For reasons not yet understood, the model predictions overestimate the measured $^{14}\text{C}$ production rates by about 40%. For $^{36}\text{Cl}$ measured and modeled, data agree within the experimental uncertainties. For $^{53}\text{Mn}$ the modeled data overestimate the experimental data by about 30%, which is due to the different standards used. Whereas all input data used for modeling are based on a new AMS standard, the $^{53}\text{Mn}$ data for St. Severin and Knyahinya were obtained by neutron activation techniques using a different standard. The experimental data are from Cressy (1975), Englert and Herr (1980), Nishizumi et al. (1989), Reedy et al. (1993), and Vogt (1988).

In Fig. 4a, we compare measured and modeled $^{14}\text{C}$ depth profiles for the L chondrite Knyahinya. For reasons not yet understood, the model predictions overestimate the experimental data by about 40%. The cross sections for the proton-induced reactions are relatively well known and for oxygen, which is the main target element, we also have a posteriori neutron excitation functions (Quality factor B). It is therefore hard to understand why the production rates from oxygen alone are already higher than the total production rates for Knyahinya. A possible, but unlikely explanation, might be that the GCR flux density during the last 20 ka has been lower than the long term average by about 40%. However, at present we cannot explain the discrepancy and for practical applications the model predictions have to be reduced by a factor of 1.4. Since such adjustments contradict our idea of a purely physical model, further cross section measurements and a check of the $^{14}\text{C}$ depth profile of Knyahinya, which has not be reproduced so far, and probably the measurement of more depth profiles for other well studied meteorites like Keyes and St. Severin are needed.

In Figs. 3b and 4b, we compare modeled and measured $^{26}\text{Al}$ depth profiles for Knyahinya and Keyes, respectively. For Knyahinya the agreement between model predictions and measured data is good; not a surprise since these data have been used to determine the $J_{GCR}$ value. That the shape of the measured depth profile is well reproduced validates the model. For Keyes, however, the model predictions are about 10% higher than the measured data (Cressy 1975), which, though not completely satisfying, is well within the range of uncertainties assumed for the
Fig. 5. Galactic cosmic-ray production rates of $^{10}\text{Be}$ in H chondrites (upper panels) and C chondrites (lower panels) with radii between 10 cm and 120 cm (left panels), and between 120 cm and 500 cm (right panels).

Fig. 6. Galactic cosmic-ray production rates of $^{26}\text{Al}$ in H chondrites (upper panels) and C chondrites (lower panels) with radii between 10 cm and 120 cm (left panels) and between 120 cm and 500 cm (right panels).
model calculations (see below). Again, the shape of the experimental depth profile is well reproduced by the model. The $^{26}$Al production rates in H and C chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 500 cm are shown in Fig. 6. The $^{26}$Al depth profiles in H chondrites increase from the surface towards the center and reach maximum values at the center of a 50 cm object. For larger objects the production peaks close to the surface followed by an almost exponential decrease with increasing shielding. For C chondrites the production rates near the surface are significantly lower than those in H chondrites, but also reach maximum values at the center of about 50 cm objects. For larger objects, however, the decrease with depth is in C chondrites less pronounced than in H chondrites.

Modeled $^{26}$Al/$^{10}$Be ratios in the metal phase of ordinary chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 50 cm are between 0.74 and 0.87, i.e., in good agreement with the ratio of 0.71 ± 0.05 measured for the Brenham pallasite (Honda et al. 2002) and also consistent with many studies of iron meteorites (e.g., Aylmer et al. 1988; Nagai et al. 1993; Lavielle et al. 1999).

In Figs. 4c and 4d, we compare measured and modeled $^{36}$Cl production rates for St. Severin and Knyahinya, respectively. For the latter meteorite, the agreement between model predictions and measured data is good, i.e., within the uncertainties of the experimental data, but for St. Severin the modeled data are slightly too high by about 10%, which is, however, again in the range of the uncertainties assumed for the model predictions. For modeling production rates in metal, we assume a chemical composition of 95% Fe and 5% Ni (Mason 1979). Figure 7 shows elemental production rate ratios $P(\text{36Cl from K})/P(\text{36Cl from Fe})$ and $P(\text{36Cl from Ca})/P(\text{36Cl from Fe})$ as a function of radius and depth for L chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 120 cm. Along with the model predictions we also show the production rate ratios deduced by Begemann et al. (1976) for stony-iron meteorites. It can be seen that most of the model predictions are higher than the estimates by Begemann et al. (1976). For example, while the latter authors predict a $P(\text{36Cl from K})/P(\text{36Cl from Fe})$ ratio of 32, we model ratios between ~20 for small objects and ~70 for meteoroids with a radius of 50 cm; the majority of our data gives a ratio of about 60. Our modeled $P(\text{36Cl from Ca})/P(\text{36Cl from Fe})$ ratios are between ~5 for small meteoroids and ~10 for objects with 50 cm radius. In contrast, Begemann et al. (1976) published a ratio of 8, independent of size and shielding depth. Note that both production rate ratios are expected to vary with size and depth. While the production of $^{36}$Cl from Fe has a threshold energy of about 100 MeV and is therefore dominated by rather high energy projectiles, the production of $^{36}$Cl from K and Ca starts at about 20 MeV, making it a low to medium energy reaction. Consequently, while $^{36}$Cl production from Fe decreases with shielding, the production of $^{36}$Cl from K and Ca increases with shielding. Consequently, the elemental production rate ratios are expected to vary with shielding, as shown in Fig. 7.

The depth- and size-dependent production rates for $^{41}$Ca produced in the metal phase of ordinary (upper panels) and carbonaceous chondrites (lower panels) are shown in Fig. 8. Note that the lack of measured $^{41}$Ca data for samples with known shielding conditions prevents a direct evaluation of the model predictions. However, the modeled average $^{41}$Ca/$^{36}$Cl
ratio of \( \sim 1.2 \) for the metal phase of ordinary chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 200 cm agrees reasonably well with data for the large L chondrite Gold Basin, for which average \( ^{41}\text{Ca}/^{36}\text{Cl} \) ratios of \( \sim 1.12 \) have been measured (Welten et al. 2003). In addition, the absolute values of the modeled \( ^{41}\text{Ca} \) production rates of about 24 dpm/kg(metal) for a meteoroid with a radius of about 60 cm is in good agreement with data for e.g., Jilin, which has a measured saturation activity of \( \sim 24 \) dpm/kg(metal) (e.g., Klein et al. 1991).

In Figs. 4e and 4f we compare measured and modeled \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) depth profiles for Knyahinya and St. Severin, respectively. In contrast to our earlier model, which accurately predicts the \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) data, the new calculations significantly overestimate them. This discrepancy is due to the fact that all input data used for modeling are now normalized to a new AMS standard and a new half-life for \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) (Knie et al. Forthcoming; Merchel personal communication), which increases all cross sections and thus the model predictions by about 29% compared to the earlier version. In contrast, the \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) data in Knyahinya have been obtained by radiochemical neutron activation techniques and are normalized to the standard Bogou II from K. Nishiizumi and a standard prepared at the University of Cologne (Sarafin 1985). For St. Severin the \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) data are also obtained by neutron activation techniques but they are normalized only to the standard Bogou II (Bhattacharya et al. 1980). Consequently, the renormalization of the \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) AMS standard only affects the input data used for modeling but not the meteorite data. The discrepancy between model predictions and meteorite data therefore indicate that both standards, Bogou-II and the new AMS standard, differ by about 30%. We currently plan to solve this problem by measuring \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) in a documented Knyahinya sample using the new AMS standard. Clearly, in the case of \( ^{53}\text{Mn} \) data, it is essential to check which standard (and which half-life) has been used and—if necessary—a renormalization of either data must be performed.

Validating the model calculations for \( ^{60}\text{Fe} \) in stony meteorites is currently impossible due to the lack of experimental meteorite data. For ordinary chondrites with radii less than about 60 cm \( ^{60}\text{Fe} \) production increases from the surface towards the center. For larger objects, the production rates reach a local maximum of \( \sim 0.71 \) dpm/kgNi close to the surface and then (almost) exponentially decrease with increasing shielding depth. Maximum values of about 0.7 dpm/kgNi are reached in central regions of objects with radii between 40 and 50 cm. In C chondrites with radii less than about 1 m the \( ^{60}\text{Fe} \) depth profiles increase from the surface toward the center. For larger objects, i.e., for radii larger than 2 m, a local maximum of \( \sim 0.4 \) dpm/kgNi close to the surface builds up followed by production rates which (almost) exponentially decrease toward higher shielding depths. Comparing the \( ^{60}\text{Fe} \) production in ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites we see that the production rates for
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ordinary chondrites are higher than those of carbonaceous chondrites for objects smaller than about 85 cm, whereas the differences between both chondrite types increase with increasing shielding for a given radius. For larger meteorites, the values in carbonaceous chondrites are higher than in ordinary chondrites, e.g., by up to a factor of 2 in the center of a 3 m object. Ammon et al. (2008a) showed that the model predictions for $^{56}\text{Fe}$ in iron meteorites underestimate the (very few existing) experimental data by up to a factor of 2 (Ammon et al. 2008a).

For $^{129}\text{I}$ the new model calculations update our earlier estimates (cf. Schnabel et al. 1998, 2004). In large meteoroids a significant part of $^{129}\text{I}$ is produced via neutron capture on $^{128}\text{Te}$ with subsequent $\alpha$-decay. For reasons not yet understood, and as observed previously (e.g., Leya et al. 2001, Kollár et al. 2006), the model is not able to simultaneously describe production rates for neutron capture and spallation reactions with the same set of input-parameters (e.g., Kollár et al. 2006). While cosmogenic nuclides produced via spallation reactions are best described using $J_{0,\text{GCR}} = 4.47 \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ (see above), products produced via neutron capture reactions can only be described using $J_{0,\text{GCR}} = 2.99 \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ (Kollár et al. 2006). The reason for this 50% discrepancy is not yet understood and further studies are needed. For practical applications, however, we use the respective $J_{0,\text{GCR}}$ values for neutron capture and spallogenic produced nuclides to determine the total $^{129}\text{I}$ production rates. For the spallogenic production of $^{129}\text{I}$ from Te an experimental neutron cross section at 14.7 MeV exists (Schnabel et al. 2000), making this elemental production rates relative reliable (Quality factor A). In contrast, the situation for the thermal neutron capture production of $^{129}\text{I}$ from $^{128}\text{Te}$ is far from satisfying, because the production rates significantly depend on the cross section database used for modeling. For example, Kollár et al. (2006) showed that the capture rates for chondrites with radii >70 cm and for shielding depths >60 cm calculated using JEF-2.2 (Joint Evaluated File) are about 27% lower than those calculated using ENDF/B data (Evaluated Nuclear Data File version B-Brookhaven). In smaller objects and shallower shielding depths the differences are depth- and size-dependent, and reach up 50%. The difference caused by the two different cross section data sets is due to the fact that a wider resonance region is resolved in JEF compared to ENDF/B and, in addition, there is also a considerable difference in the cross section data right above the resonances. However, due to the fact that thermal neutron capture reactions are only of minor importance in small objects, the large differences (up to 50%) have no practical relevance. In contrast, the 27% effect for high shielding depths and in large objects directly compromises our interpretation of $^{129}\text{I}$ production rates in such objects, because its production in them is dominated by thermal neutron capture.

Schnabel et al. (2004) measured a $^{129}\text{I}$ production rate of $(3.30 \pm 0.25) \times 10^{-4} \text{ dpm/kg}$ in a Knyahinya sample with a shielding depth of about 10 cm. Assuming 6260 $\mu$g/kg Ba and 526 $\mu$g/kg Te (cf. Schnabel et al. 2004), the modeled production rate is $3.31 \times 10^{-4} \text{ dpm/kg}$, which is in perfect agreement. In a 13 cm deep sample of the EH4 chondrite Abee, which had a preatmospheric radius of ~30 cm (Goswami 1983), Nishiizumi et al. (1983) measured a $^{129}\text{I}$ production rate of $1.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{ dpm/kg}$. Assuming 2.40 mg/kg Te and 3.15 mg/kg Ba we model production rates between ~4 $\times 10^{-4}$ dpm/kg at the surface and ~1.3 $\times 10^{-3}$ dpm/kg at the center, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental data. For a sample of the CV3 chondrite Allende, Nishiizumi et al. (1983) measured a production rate of $9.3 \times 10^{-4} \text{ dpm/kg}$. Using Te and Ba concentrations of 1.02 mg/kg and 4.9 mg/kg, respectively (Wasson and Kallemeyn 1988), we model the same shielding conditions ($R = 85 \text{ cm}, d = 30 \text{ cm}$) a production rate of only 4.46 $\times 10^{-4}$ dpm/kg, i.e. about a factor of two lower than the experimental value. The new model prediction for Allende is substantially different from our earlier estimate (Schnabel et al. 2004), which is due to the fact that in the current study we use particle spectra for C chondrites, whereas in our earlier approach we approximated the spectra for C chondrites with spectra for H chondrites, which was obviously not correct. With L-chondrite spectra we calculate a production rate of $1.3 \times 10^{-3}$ dpm/kg. This value is substantially higher than the one calculated using the correct spectra for C chondrites, but nonetheless in reasonable agreement with our earlier estimate (Schnabel et al. 2004) and—to our surprise—in better agreement with the experimental data, i.e., within 40%.

For modeling the $^{129}\text{I}$ production caution is necessary: production of $^{129}\text{I}$ in stony meteorites is exclusively from Ba and Te, both are trace elements. Therefore, sample inhomogeneities, which are of minor importance for nuclides produced from major target elements, are a major concern for nuclides produced from trace elements. Consequently, inhomogeneous distribution of Ba and Te directly translates into $^{129}\text{I}$ production rate variations, which are therefore expected to be much larger than for the other cosmogenic nuclides studied here.

Production Rates of Cosmogenic Noble Gases

The $^{3}\text{He}$ production rates for H and C chondrites with radii from 10 cm to 500 cm are shown in Fig. 9. For this modeling, the $^{3}\text{H}/^{3}\text{He}$ branching ratios have to be known. Here we use $^{3}\text{H}/^{3}\text{He}$ ratios of 1.20 for Mg, 1.28 for Al, and 1.11 for Si, that have been determined by Leya et al. (2004a, 2008) from thick target simulation data and which are in good agreement with ratios measured at a proton energy of 1.2 GeV by Herbach et al. (2006). For Fe and Ni we use a $^{3}\text{H}/^{3}\text{He}$ ratio of 1.63 (Herbach et al. 2006). We use this value instead of the often used ratio of 2 (Hintenberger et al. 2001).
because the former has been determined in an independent setup based only on nuclear reaction data but the latter is empirically determined from meteorite data. The branching ratio for O, i.e., $\frac{^3\text{H}}{^3\text{He}} = 0.94$, has been determined by linear extrapolation of $^3\text{H}/^3\text{He}$ versus mass number of the target elements, considering also elements up to Pb (Herbach et al. 2006). All input data used for modeling, i.e., the proton-induced cross sections and the thick target data used for determining neutron cross sections, are corrected for $^3\text{H}$ diffusive losses during irradiation and/or storage, which are substantial for some target elements, especially for Mg, Fe, and Ni. For the corrections we assume that the diffusive losses follow a simple exponential law with a constant $D$, i.e., we assume that the decrease of the $^3\text{H}$ concentrations due to diffusion can be described using $e^{-Dt}$. For the dimensionless ratio $D/\lambda$, we use 2.6, 0.16, 0.014, and 2.4 for Mg, Al, Si, and Fe/Ni respectively, whereas $\lambda = 1.027 \times 10^{-6}\text{ s}^{-1}$ is the decay constant of $^3\text{H}$ (cf. Leya et al. 2004a).

The production rates for $^{21}\text{Ne}$ are shown in Fig. 10. To check the reliability of the model predictions we determined $^{21}\text{Ne}$ exposure ages for Knyahinya, Keyes, Bansur, Allan Hills (ALH) 78084, Udaipur, and St. Severin by fitting modeled $^{21}\text{Ne}$ depth profiles to experimental data. Doing so, we use the preatmospheric depths of the samples given by Graf et al. (1990b) and simply fitted for each sample the modeled data to the measured $^{21}\text{Ne}$ concentrations. The exposure age is then determined by calculating the mean value and the given uncertainty is the standard deviation of the mean. This approach is the most reliable one to determine cosmic-ray exposure ages for meteoroids having no complex exposure history. In Table 2 we compare the thus determined ages with ages derived from two empirical approaches (Nishiizumi et al. 1980; Eugster 1988) and a semi-empirical model (Graf et al. 1990a). Maximum differences are 18% but most ages agree to within better than 10%. For the L/LL5 chondrite Knyahinya our age of 34.8 $\pm$ 1.4 also agrees reasonably well with $^{81}\text{Kr}$-$\text{Kr}$ ages of 39.5 $\pm$ 1.0 Ma and 41.8 $\pm$ 0.8 Ma determined by Lavielle et al. (1997) and Leya et al. (2004b), respectively.

In addition to $^{21}\text{Ne}$ production rates for bulk chondrites we have also calculated elemental production rate ratios. The modeled $P^{21}(\text{Mg})/P^{21}(\text{Si})$ ratios for ordinary chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 50 cm vary between 2.4 and 3.8 with an average value of 3.6. This is lower than the ratio of $6 \pm 2$ published by Begemann et al. (1976) and the values of $(5.3 \pm 3)$ and $(4.7^{+4.5}_{-2.5})$ derived by Bochsler et al. (1969) for Elennonka and Otis, respectively, and it is also lower than the ratios of $(5.3 \pm 1.8)$ and 6.8 published by Bogard and Cressy (1973) and Stauffer (1962), respectively. The variations with size and depth for the modeled $P^{21}(\text{Al})/P^{21}(\text{Si})$ ratios are much smaller, i.e., they range only between 1.3 and 1.7 with an average value of 1.4 (again considering only meteoroids with radii between 10 cm and 50 cm). This value is
significantly higher than the ratio of 0.5 ± 0.5 adopted by Begemann et al. (1976). However, for both elemental ratios we assume that our data are superior because they are based on very reliable input data for modeling and we fully consider, in contrast to the earlier authors, the depth and size dependence of the production rate ratios. As a final test for the modeled Ne data we compare measured and modeled $^{20}$Ne/$^{22}$Ne ratios. Considering all sizes and shielding depths the modeled $^{20}$Ne/$^{22}$Ne ratios are on average 0.78, which is in very good agreement with the ratio of 0.8 ± 0.3 obtained by Eugster et al. (2007) from a variety of meteorites. The model predictions for the shielding indicator $^{22}$Ne/$^{21}$Ne are discussed in detail below.

We present $^{38}$Ar depth profiles for H chondrites and carbonaceous chondrites in Fig. 11. The data are given together with the data for $^{36}$Ar in the Excel sheet on our website. The current version of model calculations—in contrast to the previous version—is able to predict production rates from Ca, Fe, and Ni, which are the major target elements for Ar production in bulk chondrites as well as in the metal. We now consider for the $^{36}$Ar productions rates the distribution along the isobar 36: While for metal about 85% of total $^{36}$Ar is produced via $^{36}$Cl, in the case of Ca this fraction is only about 30%. The model predicts $^{36}$Ar/$^{38}$Ar ratios in metal of 0.7–0.9, which is significantly higher than the cosmogenic $^{36}$Ar/$^{38}$Ar ratio of 0.63. Currently we have no explanation for this shortcoming, as most $^{36}$Ar is produced via $^{36}$Cl, which is properly described by the model, and the calculations for $^{38}$Ar are also based on very reliable input data. However, the same shortcoming has recently been observed for iron meteorites and has been interpreted as most probably due to the fact that for modeling $^{36}$Ar we have to mix data measured by AMS ($^{36}$Cl) with those measured by noble gas mass spectrometry (direct $^{36}$Ar production), which might result in some problems due to the different standards used in each technique (e.g., Ammon et al. 2008a).

The modeled $P^{38}$Ca/$P^{38}$Fe ratios strongly depend, as expected, on meteoroid size and shielding depth and range between 12 for shallow shielding in small objects to, e.g., about 50 in the center of a 50 cm object. The modeled values are in reasonable agreement with the ratios of 27–41 given by Begemann et al. (1976) for stony-iron meteorites, 17 ± 2 determined by Bogard and Cressy (1973) for Bruderheim, and (20 ± 20) and (37 ± 11) for the chondrites Otis and Elenovka, respectively (Bochsler et al. 1969). In reasonable agreement are also experimental and modeled $^{38}$Ar production rates from Ca. While Begemann et al. (1976) determined (in $10^{-4}$cm$^3$STP/g/Ma) values between 0.26 and 3.55, we model production rates between ~1 and 2.7 for chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 50 cm, respectively. The production rates given by Bochsler et al. (1969) of (3.3 ± 0.7) and (4.1 ± 1.2) are slightly higher than the model predictions. Also the $P^{38}$Ca value of 1.8 for lunar samples given by Huneke et al.
(1972) is higher than expected considering that the model predicts a maximum $^{38}$Ar production rate from Ca of only 1.4 for a meteoroid with a radius of 500 cm. Note that such a comparison is a bit questionable, because we compare average values derived from empirical data to model predictions, which cover the whole size and depth spectrum.

As a crucial test for the quality of the model calculations we compare measured and modeled $^{3}$He/$^{38}$Ar in metal. Considering only ordinary chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 120 cm we model $^{3}$He/$^{38}$Ar ratios between 15–21. The average value (considering all shielding depths) of 17 is in good agreement with the ratio of 16 assumed in most cosmogenic nuclide studies (cf. Signer and Nier 1962; Lipschutz et al. 1965; Schultz and Hintenberger 1967; Nyquist et al. 1973; Begemann et al. 1976).

As a final test, we compare measured and modeled $^{21}$Ne/$^{38}$Ar ratios. Considering all shielding depths in L chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 50 cm we model ratios of $\sim 0.7$, which is in good agreement with the value of about 1 determined by Begemann et al. (1976) for stony-iron meteorites and with the ratios of $0.54 \pm 0.17$, and $0.67 \pm 0.18$ determined by Bogard and Cressy (1973) for Bruderheim, and by Bochsler et al. (1969) for Elenovka and Otis, respectively. Finally we also compare measured and modeled $^{21}$Ne/$^{38}$Ar ratios in the metal phase of ordinary chondrites. This ratio is often used to determine the degree of silicate contamination of separated metal samples. The model predicts ratios

![Galactic cosmic-ray production rates of $^{38}$Ar in H chondrites (upper panels) and C chondrites (lower panels) with radii between 10 cm and 120 cm (left panels), and between 120 cm and 500 cm (right panels).](image)

**Table 2. Cosmic-ray exposure ages for some ordinary chondrites.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meteorite</th>
<th>R (cm)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{exp}}$ (Ma) (Nishiizumi)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{exp}}$ (Ma) (Eugster)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{exp}}$ (Ma) (Graf)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{exp}}$ (Ma) (via $^{21}$Ne)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{exp}}$ (Ma) ($^{21}$Ne/ $^{22}$Ne/$^{21}$Ne)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knyahinya</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40.3 (0.3)</td>
<td>37.7 (0.3)</td>
<td>40.5 (0.2)</td>
<td>34.7 (1.5)</td>
<td>36.0 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyes</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29.2 (0.3)</td>
<td>27.3 (0.2)</td>
<td>26.3 (0.2)</td>
<td>26.2 (0.7)</td>
<td>26.1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bansur</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24.2 (0.3)</td>
<td>22.6 (0.3)</td>
<td>24.3 (2.0)</td>
<td>24.3 (2.0)</td>
<td>23.5 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALH 78084</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32.8 (0.4)</td>
<td>30.6 (0.3)</td>
<td>28.9 (0.3)</td>
<td>31.7 (0.9)</td>
<td>32.4 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udaipur</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38.6 (0.5)</td>
<td>36.1 (0.5)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>34.6 (0.5)</td>
<td>47.3 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Severin</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14.6 (0.5)</td>
<td>15.2 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The noble gas data are from Graf (1988), Graf et al. (1990b), Cressy (1975), Gopalan and Rao (1976), Sarafin (1985), and Schultz and Signer (1976). For Knyahinya two $^{81}$Kr-Kr ages exist: 39.5 ± 1.0 and 41.8 ± 0.8 Ma by Lavielle et al. (1997) and Leya et al. (2004b).
between 0.16 and 0.25 with an average of 0.20 (for all shielding depths in objects with radii between 10 cm and 50 cm), which is in good agreement with the value of 0.15 used in various cosmogenic nuclide studies (cf. Begemann et al. 1976; Signer and Nier 1962; Schultz and Hintenberger 1967; Nyquist et al. 1973).

**THE MATRIX EFFECT**

The elemental production rates not only depend on radius and shielding depth but also on the chemical composition of the irradiated object, the so-called matrix effect (cf. Begemann and Schultz 1988; Masarik and Reedy 1994). The existence of this effect has several causes. First, the production of secondary particles depends on the mass number of the irradiated object. The number of emitted particles in a nuclear reaction is, for a fixed projectile energy, roughly proportional to the mass number of the target (e.g., Carpenter 1987; Pearlstein 1987). Consequently, the production of secondary particles in iron meteorites is more than two times higher than in chondrites. Second, the energy of the particles emitted in a nuclear reaction depends on the mass number of the target atoms. As an example, we consider an individual nuclear reaction. After the absorption of the projectile the number of interactions within the target nucleus (intranuclear cascade) is proportional to $A^{0.31}$, with $A$ the mass number (Feshbach 1992). Consequently, there are on average 30% more interactions in iron meteorites ($A^{0.31} = 2.44$) than in chondrites ($A^{0.31} = 1.9$). Since in each interaction about half of the energy is transferred, the more interactions the lower the probability of high energy secondary particles. Consequently, there are more secondary particles in an iron meteorite but they have (on average) lower energies than the (fewer) secondary particles in stony meteorites like chondrites. Third, stopping of primary and secondary protons as well as moderation of secondary neutrons also depend on the mean mass number of the irradiated object. While stopping of charged particles is higher in objects having a high mass number, neutron moderation is much more efficient in targets having a low mass number.

For a proper interpretation of the matrix effect, shielding depths and radii have to be discussed in the unit (g/cm²), because the densities, and with them the number of target atoms per unit volume, vary significantly between different types of meteorites. Note that a rigorous treatment of production and transport of secondary particles would use, instead of the unit (g/cm²), the macroscopic inelastic cross section times depth. In such a depth scale, the attenuation of primary particles is almost the same at the same depth no matter the chemical composition of the target. Consequently, a discussion based on such scale would enable one to directly compare effects only due to secondary particles. Here we use nevertheless the depth scale (g/cm²), because it is widely used for meteorites and it is also well suited for a proper discussion of the matrix effect.

Here we discuss the matrix effect for H, L, and LL chondrites. For all three types of ordinary chondrites we use a density of 3.5 g/cm³. The matrix effect for metal-rich meteorites, e.g., stony-iron meteorites and pallasites, will be discussed in a separate paper. As already demonstrated by Kollár (2004) and Kollár et al. (2006) the matrix effect for H, L, and LL chondrites is limited to thermal neutrons, it is almost negligible for protons or for neutrons with higher than thermal energies. As a conclusion from this modeling, it is possible to give elemental production rates valid for all types of ordinary chondrites. The only exceptions are cosmogenic nuclides produced by thermal neutron captures, for which a matrix effect exists. Consequently, the production rates for the only thermal neutron capture reaction considered in this study, i.e., $^{129}$I production from Te, are strictly valid only for L chondrites. However, the differences between H, L, and LL chondrites are small (Kollár 2004; Kollár et al. 2006) and are neglected in this study.

In contrast to the very similar elemental production rates for the different types of ordinary chondrites, there is a significant matrix effect for ordinary (OC) and carbonaceous chondrites (CC), which is due to the fact that the production of secondary particles and especially neutrons is lower in CCs than in OCs due to the lower Fe content of the former. As a consequence, the neutron flux densities in CCs are, at the same depth in (g/cm²), more than a factor of 7 lower than in OCs (Fig. 12). In addition, the higher H content in CCs than in OCs results in significant thermal neutron fluxes already in CCs with radii of about 20 cm. In contrast, in OCs thermal neutrons become important only for objects with radii larger than about 50 cm. In Fig. 12a, we show that a significant matrix effect between OCs and CCs only exists for thermal and epithermal neutrons; any differences in the particle spectra and flux densities for protons are negligible (the observed differences at large shielding depths are due to statistical scatter). Consequently, when comparing production rates in OCs and CCs we expect a matrix effect only for those products that are dominantly been produced by secondary neutrons. As an example we show in Fig. 12b for OCs and CCs the $^{21}$Ne production rates at the center as a function of radius (g/cm²). The production rates in CCs are higher than in OCs. The differences vary with object size from ~10% for small chondrites to ~30% for objects larger than ~700 g/cm², i.e., for L and C chondrites with radii of ~200 and ~300 cm, respectively. Panels c and d of Fig. 12 demonstrate that the matrix effect can also be seen for some depth profiles, e.g., for the production of $^{21}$Ne and $^{38}$Ar from Mg and Ca, respectively. In both panels we compare the depth profiles for L chondrites with radii of 20 cm (70 g/cm²) and 35 cm (122.5 g/cm²) with those for C chondrites with radii of 30 cm (67.5 g/cm²) and 50 cm (112.5 g/cm³). Both plots demonstrate that the differences increase with increasing shielding, indicating that the production of secondary neutrons and their moderation is the dominant (only) matrix effect.

In Table 3, we compare the matrix effect modeled here
for some important target product combinations with those calculated earlier by Masarik and Reedy (1994). The following discussion is limited to data from a shielding depth of ~60 g/cm² in a chondrite with a radius of ~100 g/cm². Note that the predictions by Masarik and Reedy (1994) are based essentially on the same type of model calculations but they used different types of particle spectra and different sets of excitation functions. The data indicate that both approaches agree in that they predict no, or only a very minor, matrix effect for the production of high to medium energy cosmogenic nuclides, i.e., 10Be from O, Si, Fe, 14C from O, Si, Fe, 21Ne from Al, Si, 23Ne from Si, 26Al from Fe, 36Cl from Ti, Fe, and 38Ar from Ca, Fe. For nuclides affected by the matrix effect, our estimates of them are generally lower than the predictions by Masarik and Reedy (1994). For example, while the latter authors predict that 38Ar production from Ca is 15% higher in L chondrites compared to C chondrites our new data predict differences of only 3%. For the production of 26Al from Si we predict 3% higher production rates in L chondrites relative to C chondrites, whereas Masarik and Reedy (1994) modeled a matrix effect of about 7%. Large differences also exist for the production of 22Ne from Mg and Al. While the earlier study modeled a matrix effect of 14% and 15%, respectively, our new data suggest differences of only 4% for both target product combinations. In contrast to these discrepancies, both models predict very similar matrix effects for the production of 21Ne from Mg (8–10%) and 53Mn from Fe (4–7%).

To summarize, considering OCs and CCs the model predicts a significant matrix effect only for nuclides produced dominantly by low energy neutrons. For such nuclides effects of up to 30% are possible, i.e., we model up to 30% higher 21Ne production from Mg in CCs than in OCs. For most of the other target product combinations the differences are either negligible or only within a few percent.

**SHIELDING CONDITIONS, EXPOSURE AGES, TERRESTRIAL AGES, AND DIFFUSIVE LOSSES**

In the following sections we discuss some elemental and isotopic production rate ratios useful for the study of shielding conditions, i.e., meteoroid size and sample depth, cosmic-ray exposure ages, terrestrial ages, and diffusive losses.

**Shielding conditions:** For reasons not yet understood, the new model predictions for the shielding indicator 22Ne/21Ne are slightly too high (a few percent) compared to the experimental data. We therefore adjusted the modeled ratios by a size and depth dependent factor, which has been determined by comparing measured and modeled 22Ne/21Ne depth profiles for ALHA78084, Keyes, Knyahinya, and St.
Table 3. Elemental production rates [atoms/min/kg-element] for some cosmogenic nuclides from their major target elements. The calculations are for a depth of about 60 g/cm² in a meteoroid with a radius of about 100 g/cm².

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclide</th>
<th>Target element</th>
<th>Masarik and Reedy (1994)</th>
<th>This</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C chondrites</td>
<td>L chondrites</td>
<td>C chondrites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10Be O</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14C</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21Ne</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22Ne</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26Al</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36Cl</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38Ar</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>1436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53Mn</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Calculated and measured $^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ depth profiles for ALHA 89084, Keyes, Knyahinya, and St. Severin. The experimental data are from Sarafin (1985), Cressy (1975), and Schultz and Signer (1976). Shown are the $^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ ratios after the adjustment (see text).
For the target element Mg, the model predicts—without any adjustments—$^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ ratios between 1.04 and 1.21 with an average ratio of 1.07 (considering all shielding depths in objects with radii less than 120 cm). At first glance, the model seems to contradict experimental data from Begemann et al. (1976), who include $^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ ratios from Mg lower than unity for stony-iron meteorites. However, this (obvious) discrepancy is due to the matrix effect. The $^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ ratios from Mg in iron meteorites (Ammon et al. 2008a) vary between 0.93 and 1.3, with an average ratio of 0.99, which is indeed slightly lower than unity. The $^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ ratios from Mg for carbonaceous chondrites vary between 0.99 and 1.32, with an average ratio of 1.12, again indicating the influence of the matrix effect.

Since $^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ ratios cannot be used as shielding indicators for large objects we propose the relationship between $^{10}\text{Be}$ in large meteorites, we have to search for a new system to determine cosmic-ray exposure ages for them. Here we propose an improved version of the $^{10}\text{Be} - ^{21}\text{Ne}$ and $^{26}\text{Al} - ^{21}\text{Ne}$ methods. Plotting modeled $^{21}\text{Ne}/^{10}\text{Be}$ ratios in bulk samples as a function of $^{10}\text{Be}$ in metal aliquots yields an unambiguous correlation, which holds for all meteoroids with radii less than about 65 cm. The cosmic-ray exposure ages determined via Equation 2 for Knyahinya, Keyes, Bansur, ALHA78084, Udaipur, and St. Severin are given in Table 2.

Due to the limitations of the $^{21}\text{Ne} - ^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ method for large meteorites, we have to search for a new system to determine cosmic-ray exposure ages for them. Here we propose an improved version of the $^{10}\text{Be} - ^{21}\text{Ne}$ and $^{26}\text{Al} - ^{21}\text{Ne}$ methods. Plotting modeled $^{21}\text{Ne}/^{10}\text{Be}$ ratios in bulk samples as a function of $^{10}\text{Be}$ in metal aliquots yields an unambiguous correlation, which holds for all meteoroids with radii less than about 65 cm, i.e., for almost all meteoroid sizes occurring in nature (Fig. 17, left panel). The right panel of Fig. 17 demonstrates that the same method also works if one uses $^{26}\text{Al}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ instead of $^{21}\text{Ne}/^{10}\text{Be}$. Both correlations can be fitted using a functional of the form:

$$^{21}\text{Ne}/^{10}\text{Be} = a \times (^{10}\text{Be} \text{ in metal})^{b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

with $^{21}\text{Ne}/^{10}\text{Be}$ and/or $^{21}\text{Ne}/^{26}\text{Al}$ measured in bulk samples $[10^{-8}\text{cm}^3\text{STP/g/Ma}]$ and $^{10}\text{Be}$ in metal aliquots $[\text{dpm/kg}]$. The fit-parameters $a$ and $b$ for both systems are given together with the reduced $\chi^2$-value in Table 4.

Another reliable system for the determination of cosmic-ray exposure ages is the $^{36}\text{Cl} - ^{36}\text{Ar}$ method, which is...
especially reliable because in the metal phase of ordinary chondrites—as well as in iron meteorites and the metal phase of other meteorite types—most $^{36}$Ar is produced via the radioactive decay of $^{36}$Cl (see also above). Hence, $^{36}$Ar production rates can unambiguously be determined from measured $^{36}$Cl concentrations via:

$$P(^{36}Ar) = 2.28 \times 10^{-3} \times P(^{36}Cl)$$

(4)
concentrations \([10^{-8}\text{ cm}^3\text{ STP/g}]\) and the \(^{36}\text{Cl}\) production rates \([\text{dpm/kg}]\) the cosmic-ray exposure age \(T_{\text{irr}}\) [Ma] can be calculated via:

\[
T_{\text{irr}} = 438.6 \times \frac{c_c(36\text{Ar})}{P(36\text{Cl})} + 3.65 \times 10^{-2}
\]  

(5)

where the additional constant takes into account that some \(^{36}\text{Cl}\), those actually measured as \(^{36}\text{Cl}\) and has not yet decayed to \(^{36}\text{Ar}\). As expected, the additional constant is important only for very low exposure ages. We consider as an example a meteorite with an exposure age of 2 Ma. Neglecting that some \(^{36}\text{Cl}\) has not yet decayed to \(^{36}\text{Ar}\) results in an age too low by about 2\%. For an age of 7 Ma the error is only 0.5\%, i.e., negligible compare to the other uncertainties involved.

**Cosmogenic \(^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He}\) ratios:** Fig. 18 shows modeled cosmogenic \(^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He}\) ratios in H chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 120 cm. The model predictions of ~3.5 for small and ~6 for large meteoroids are smaller than the ratio of 6.2 ± 0.2 (Welten et al. 2003) or 6.1 ± 0.3 (Alexeev 1998) used so far for chondrites. If one considers only meteoroids with radii less than 120 cm and only the innermost 20\%, i.e., if we assume a mean ablation loss of about 80\%, the mean cosmogenic \(^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He}\) ratio is 5.6 ± 0.5, which is still lower than the values preferred by Alexeev (1998) and Welten et al. (2003) but is in agreement with the ratio assumed by Begemann et al. (1996). To better constrain the cosmogenic \(^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He}\) ratios we plotted them as a function of \(^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}\) (Fig. 18b) and obtained a linear dependency:

\[
^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He} = (25.7 \pm 0.2) - (18.6 \pm 0.2) \times \left(\frac{^{22}\text{Ne}}{^{21}\text{Ne}}\right)
\]  

(6)

**Diffusive losses of \(^{3}\text{H}/^{3}\text{He}\):** Diffusive losses of radioactive \(^{3}\text{H}\) or of the daughter element \(^{3}\text{He}\) are often used to get information about the thermal history of meteorites. Graf et al. (2001) have shown in a systematic study of H chondrites that \(^3\text{H}\) loss from metal is, at least for falls of the 7 Ma exposure age peak, significantly more frequent among the H5 than H4 falls, consistent with the interpretation that a subgroup of the H chondrites experienced a distinct orbital evolution. Usually \(^3\text{H}/^{3}\text{He}\) diffusive losses are discussed using the Bern plot, i.e., the diagram of \(^{3}\text{He}/^{21}\text{Ne}\) versus \(^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}\). Our model predictions for the Bern plot are shown in Fig. 19, where the symbols connected by lines indicate the individual modeled results for H chondrites with radii between 10 and 100 cm. The solid grey line indicates the empirical correlation given by Eugster (1988), which differs only slightly from the original one proposed by Eberhardt et al. (1966). The solid black line is a best fit through our model predictions, assuming an ablation loss of about 80\%, i.e., considering only the innermost 20\% of the meteoroid. It can be seen that the model predicts significantly higher \(^3\text{H}/^{21}\text{Ne}\) ratios—at the same \(^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}\)—than the empirical correlation. For example, at \(^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne} = 1.125\) our new correlation is about 15\% higher than the so far used empirical approach. Whether this discrepancy indicate that i) most of the meteorites lost some He (especially those used by Eugster (1988) to determine the correlation) or ii) whether it might be
due to the fact that ablation is usually not symmetric and that we therefore cannot directly compare measured data and model predictions is not yet clear and further studies are needed. The model also predicts considerable scatter around the correlation line. This scatter can also be seen in the experimental data. We therefore also plotted in Fig. 19 measured data for St. Severin, which confirm the model predictions in that they are higher than the empirical correlation by Eugster (1988). The Bern plot is not useful for very large meteoroids, i.e., for objects in the size range of a few meters. This limitation is due to the fact that for large objects the correlation between $^{3}$He/$^{21}$Ne versus $^{22}$Ne/$^{21}$Ne is no longer linear because $^{22}$Ne/$^{21}$Ne stays constant or even increases with shielding while $^{3}$He/$^{21}$Ne further decreases (Huber et al. 2008; Welten et al. 2003). Consequently, when discussing $^{3}$H diffusive losses in meteorites one has to be very careful and a proper study should not rely on the $^{3}$He/$^{21}$Ne versus $^{22}$Ne/$^{21}$Ne systematic alone.

Tritium and $^{3}$H diffusive losses can also be illustrated plotting $^{3}$He/$^{38}$Ar(metal) as a function of $^{3}$He(stone)/$^{38}$Ar(metal) (Fig. 20, see also Begemann et al. [1976]). For the following discussion we consider only meteorites with radii between 10 cm and 120 cm: the ranges given for the elemental ratios are due to size and shielding effects. For metal samples without diffusive losses, the $^{3}$H/$^{38}$Ar ratio varies between 16.4 and 18.6 with an average of 17.5. For $^{3}$He(stone)/$^{38}$Ar(metal) the model predicts ratios between ~30 and ~48 with an average of ~39. Total $^{3}$H diffusive losses in metal and silicates result in average $^{3}$He/$^{38}$Ar(metal) and $^{3}$He(stone)/$^{38}$Ar(metal) ratios of 6.5 and 18.6, respectively. The sizes of the ellipsoids shown in Fig. 20 are given by the standard deviations of the mean values. Samples without diffusive losses in metal and silicates plot within the upper right ellipsoid. While losing $^{3}$H from the metal the data move along the line towards the lower right ellipsoid. Note that most samples are expected to move along this line because it has often been shown that $^{3}$H diffusive losses in metal are much
more pronounced than in silicate minerals (e.g., Hintenberger et al. 1966; Leya et al. 2001b). Samples losing only \(^3\)H and/or \(^3\)He from the silicates move from the upper right to the upper left and samples losing \(^3\)H and/or \(^3\)He in both, metal and silicates, move towards the lower left ellipsoid. Consequently, from the position of the sample within this diagram one can quantify \(^3\)H and/or \(^3\)He diffusive losses in metal and silicate minerals.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

We present a purely physical model for the calculation of depth and size dependent cosmogenic production rates in ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites with radii between 10 cm and 500 cm. The model is based on our current best knowledge of the particle spectra and the relevant nuclear reactions and therefore replaces of our earlier calculations (Leya et al. 2000a). The new modeling describes production rates for most cosmogenic radionuclides within their uncertainties, which are within 10–15\%.

One exception is \(^{14}\)C, for which the model overestimates the experimental data by ~40\%. The reason for this shortcoming is not yet understood. Systematic discrepancies between modeled and experimental production rates also exist for \(^{53}\)Mn, which are due to the fact that all input data used for modeling were
measured by AMS, while the meteorite data were measured by neutron activation techniques. The 29% offset between modeled and measured data is most probably due to the different standards used in the different setups.

Along with the elemental production rates for radionuclides we also present a reliable and consistent database for cosmogenic production rates of $^3\text{He}$, $^4\text{He}$, $^{20}\text{Ne}$, $^{21}\text{Ne}$, $^{22}\text{Ne}$, $^{36}\text{Ar}$, and $^{38}\text{Ar}$ from the major target elements. The input data used for modeling $^3\text{He}$ are corrected for $^3\text{H}$ diffusive losses during irradiation and/or storage and they are based on our current best knowledge of the $^3\text{H}/^3\text{He}$ branching ratios, making this the first version of model calculations able to accurately predict $^3\text{He}$ production rates. Whenever possible, we compared modeled production rates and production rate ratios to experimental data and found in most cases good agreements.

Based on the new model predictions, we present some elemental and isotopic ratios for the determination of shielding conditions, exposure ages, and diffusive losses. The modeled $^{22}\text{Ne}/^{21}\text{Ne}$ ratios, for which a slight adjustment was necessary, demonstrate that this shielding indicator is reliable only for objects with radii <65 cm. For larger chondrites, we propose relations of the type $^{10}\text{Be}(\text{bulk})$ versus $^{10}\text{Be}(\text{metal})$ and/or $^{26}\text{Al}(\text{bulk})$ versus $^{26}\text{Al}(\text{metal})$ for the determination of preatmospheric sizes. Cosmic-ray exposure ages are often determined via the $^{21}\text{Ne}/^{22}\text{Ne}^{21}\text{Ni}$ method, which we show is not reliable for large objects. For smaller meteorites the model predictions agree reasonably well with the empirical correlations used so far, e.g., Nishizumi et al. (1980) and Eugster (1988). For larger objects we propose relationships of the form $^{21}\text{Ne}^{10}\text{B}(\text{bulk})$ versus $^{10}\text{Be}(\text{metal})$ and/or $^{21}\text{Ne}^{26}\text{Al}(\text{bulk})$ versus $^{10}\text{Be}(\text{metal})$ as possible exposure age proxies. Both systems enable a reliable determination of cosmic-ray exposure ages for all meteorite sizes and shielding depths.

The new model is the first version able to accurately predict cosmogenic production rates for $^3\text{He}$ and $^4\text{He}$. Reliable modeling of $^3\text{He}$ is now possible thanks to our recent study of $^3\text{H}$ diffusive losses in irradiation experiments (Leya et al. 2004a, 2008) and some recent data for the $^3\text{H}/^3\text{He}$ branching ratios (Herbach et al. 2006). Modeling $^4\text{He}$ is now especially reliable thanks to our recent cross section study (Ammon et al. 2008b). Based on this new input data we model an average cosmogenic $^4\text{He}/^3\text{He}$ ratio of ~5.5, which is slightly lower but comparable to the values of 6.2 ± 0.2 and 6.1 ± 0.3 given by Welten et al. (2003) and Alexeev (1998). In addition we propose a linear correlation between $^4\text{He}/^3\text{He}$ and $^{22}\text{Ne}^{21}\text{Ne}$, which enable a reliable estimate of cosmogenic $^4\text{He}/^3\text{He}$ ratios. This in turn may allow better delineation of solar or radiogenic $^4\text{He}$ contributions.

We also discuss the model predictions for $^3\text{He}^{22}\text{Ne}$ versus $^{22}\text{Ne}^{21}\text{Ne}$, i.e., the Bern plot. The modeled correlation is about 15% higher than the empirical approach used so far (e.g., Eberhardt et al. 1966; Nishizumi et al. 1980) but agrees with measured St. Severin data (Schultz and Signer 1976) within the experimental uncertainties. The model indicates that the scatter around the correlation line is substantial, which significantly limits its applicability to detect small $^3\text{H}$ and/or $^3\text{He}$ diffusive losses. To better quantify such losses we presented a diagram $^3\text{He}/^3\text{Ar}(\text{metal})$ versus $^3\text{He}(\text{bulk})/^{38}\text{Ar}(\text{metal})$, which enable to study $^3\text{He}$ and/or $^3\text{He}$ diffusive losses in meteoritic metal and silicate phases in some detail.

Finally, in addition to the data for ordinary chondrites, for the first time we also present here a comprehensive data set for cosmogenic nuclide production rates in carbonaceous chondrites. If the size and depth scale is discussed in g/cm², the only relevant matrix effect, at least for ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites, is for reactions induced by thermal and very low energy neutrons. As an example, for the production of $^{21}\text{Ne}$ from Mg the matrix effect is up to 30%. For all other target product combinations, the matrix effect for both chondrite types is very small and can be neglected considering the other uncertainties involved in modeling cosmogenic nuclide production rates.
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